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We try our best to accurately present to you the Rav's words. Accuracy can sometimes get lost in the

transition from spoken to written word. We would like to thank HaRav Nebenzahl for allowing us to

send you this sicha without his first reviewing it. Although it  does expedite matters in getting this

sicha out to you, it does mean that if there is anything in the sicha that may not be understood, the

fault is with us and not with HaRav Nebenzahl.

The Rav asks that his and other Divrei Torah are not read during Tefillah or the Rabbi's sermon.

Shabbat Shalom,

Nehemiah Klein

The  Yeshiva  would  like  to  express  its  gratitude  to  Richard  and  Anita  Grossman for  their  ongoing

support  for  the  Yeshiva  in  general  and  specifically  our  computer  center.   This  enables  us  to

communicate this sicha to you each week - "lehagdil Torah ulehaadira".

PARSHAT BO 5777

LAWS OF NATURE AND THE WILL OF HASHEM

The parsha concludes with the mitzvah of tefillin:  "it  should be a sign upon your arm and a

remembrance  between  your  eyes,  so  that  the  Torah  of  Hashem  should  be  in  your  mouth,

because with a strong arm Hashem took you out from Egypt." What is the connection, why must

I learn Torah because Hashem took us out from Egypt? Let me ask a more general question,

why must I  learn Torah -  what does it  do for me, shouldn't  I  concentrate more on studying

chemistry or physics or something more practical, what practical value does Torah have?

The Torah informs us that we must learn Torah because Hashem took us out from Egypt. What

happened  in  Egypt?  In  Egypt  we  learned  that  the  laws  of  chemistry  and  physics  ceased  to

function.  From the same cup a  Jew drank water  while  a  non-Jew drank blood.  Furthermore,

while it was light for Jews, for Egyptians there was darkness. In Egypt we learned that only the

will of Hashem runs this world.

If it's His will that runs the world then shouldn't we follow His will and learn Torah more than

other disciplines.

If laws of nature are not what run the world then why did Hakadosh Baruch Hu create laws of

nature?  One  answer  is  in  order  to  give  us  Free  Choice  and  a  chance  to  receive  reward.  If

everyone who kept Shabbos was guaranteed health, wealth, and success and whoever violated
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Shabbos would drop dead immediately, then who in his right mind would not keep Shabbos?

Why would there be cause for reward for doing so? Hashem put the laws of nature into force so

that we could receive reward for following His will.

Another reason for laws of nature is to allow us to know how to run our lives. Imagine if there

were no laws of nature. Let's say I want a cup of tea, what would I do? Should I heat up water

on the fire, or perhaps today the refrigerator is the way to heat up the water? I'm at a loss,

what do I  do? Well,  the simple answer is  to go ask the prophet,  where's the prophet? Let's

assume he's in Bnei Brak but how do we get to Bnei Brak, do we ride a donkey or a bus, or

maybe today there are flying chairs and brooms. Hashem put in laws of nature to allow us to

lead our lives with ease, all the while we must realize that it's His will that matters.

We find in the Mesillas Yesharim that Hashem put man in this world in tug-of-war from all sides.

On the one hand too much wealth is not good because a person can think that he has power.

On the other hand, poverty could lead a person to stealing and all sorts of other terrible things.

Anyway a person looks at it, there's danger. Our job is to use the laws of nature to the extent

need while realizing that Hashem runs everything.

Let's look at the mitzvah of giving tzdaka. I must use laws of nature, take from what' mine and

give to the poor person so he will have what to eat and to help him with his other needs. Is it

because of me that the poor man now has what to eat? No, Hashem could have found someone

else to give him or could have found a way to feed him without the help of another, He feeds

the  poor.  He  gave  me the  opportunity  to  fulfill  a  mitzvah  and  to  receive  reward.  Life  is  a

constant tug-of-war with us being pulled from all directions. We need matzah for Pesach, we

can't simply stand and wait for it to arrive, we must either bake it ourselves or buy. Even so,

we must realize that Hakadosh Baruch Hu gave it to us, this is our struggle in this world, to

make use of all the power we've been given but to realize that we aren't really doing anything.
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